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The Cohen-Dupas bednets study
The ques3on: does subsidizing insec3cide-treated an3-malarial
bednets (ITNs) aﬀect the take-up of such nets and their use by those
who have acquired them?
The background: many types of health interven3on depend for their
eﬀec3veness not just on being administered to users but also on
ac3ons taken users (eg hanging and dehanging nets).
ITNs are known to reduce malarial infec3on substan3ally both among
users and among non-users in the vicinity of a concentra3on of users
– malarial mortality can be reduced by over 20%
But they require eﬀort to use properly and use is low (es3mated at
23% of children, 27% of pregnant women)
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Why should subsidy levels aﬀect usage?
The price charged to users is likely to aﬀect take-up (acquisi3on of
nets), for familiar demand curve reasons
But it could also aﬀect the propor3on of acquirers who use the nets
1) Screening of users according to need (remember that nets have some
value for non-health uses)
2) Signaling eﬀect of price on beliefs about value of the nets
3) Sunk-cost eﬀects

Experimenters rule out type 2 eﬀects on a priori grounds (widespread
knowledge about ITNs eﬀec3veness), and try to dis3nguish between
1) and 3) by use of a post-take-up surprise loUery
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Experimental design
20 clinics chosen for study in Western Kenya
4 as control group
5 to provide ITNs free to pregnant women on ﬁrst visit
5 to provide them for 10 Ksh (15 US cents)
3 to provide them for 20 Ksh (30 c)
3 to provide them for 40 Ksh (60 c)

LoUeries performed on random days in clinics with posi3ve prices
Eligible women were given an anemia test to measure objec3ve need;
total of 545 women. Sample of 246 women visited at home to establish
ITN usage; 226 (92%) agreed to be interviewed
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Econometric and sta3s3cal issues
In regressing individual-level outcomes on clinic-level characteris3cs,
need to bear in mind that observa3ons within each clinic are not
independent; need to adjust standard errors for clustering
An alterna3ve to parametric es3ma3on is provided by Fisher’s exact Pvalues under randomiza3on-based inference (see Imbens & Wooldridge
2009).
The idea behind randomiza3on-based inference is that it tests the
hypothesis that the treatment eﬀect is precisely zero, and examines the
likelihood that, under this null, the observed outcomes could have been
the result purely of assignment of clinics to treatments
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Randomiza3on-based inference: an analogy
Suppose I want to test the null hypothesis that a purported cure for the
common cold has no eﬀect on whether people catch colds or not
I assign people at random the cure or a placebo, and es3mate the
average diﬀerence in frequency of colds between the two groups
Under the null, I therefore assume that the reasons why some people
have got colds consist en3rely of other individual circumstances
If I know the randomiza3on algorithm for the assignment (eg just toss a
coin), and if I know how many people were des3ned to catch cold
anyway, I can calculate the exact probability that my random assignment
would have yielded at least as many people catching colds as actually did
so. That is my exact p-value.
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Results (clinic-level data)
A price of 20 Ksh was accompanied by a fall of 18 %age points of prenatal
clients acquiring bednets, with an exact p-value of 0.036, and 27 %age
points of usage (p-value 0.143)
A price of 40 Ksh was accompanied by a fall of 58 %age points of prenatal
clients acquiring bednets, with an exact p-value of 0.018, and 54 %age
points of usage (p-value 0.54)
In regression analysis, each 10 Ksh increase in price was accompanied by
a fall of 8 nets in weekly sales (mean of 41); signiﬁcant at 10% without
controls, 1% with controls
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Results (individual-level data)
In regression analysis, each 10 Ksh increase in price was accompanied by
a fall of 15 % points in purchase probability from a mean of 0.81
(signiﬁcant at under 1%).
For subsample of women making ﬁrst pre-natal visit, eﬀect is around 18
%age points.
No signiﬁcant regression eﬀects on usage found, condi3onal on
ownership
Uncondi3onal regression eﬀects are nega3ve and highly signiﬁcant
“Pure” psychological eﬀects of price on usage are insigniﬁcant (though
standard errors are high)
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Results (selec3on)
Comparison of cdfs of haemoglobin levels suggest that women who
purchase ITNS are not more likely to be anemic than average prenatal
women in the area – but they are more likely to be anemic than women
who received free ITNs
This suggests there is some selec3on eﬀect, though this does not oﬀset
the overall eﬀect of a posi3ve price on take-up
Authors es3mate that “eﬀec3ve coverage of the anemic popula3on is
thus 60% lower under cost-sharing”
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Overall conclusions
Authors conduct a cost-eﬀec3veness simula3on based on assump3ons
about the size of the externality. They conclude “The general conclusion
of this cost-effectiveness exercise is thus that cost-sharing is at best
marginally more cost-effective than free distribution, but free distribution
leads to many more lives saved“.

There do not seem to be eﬀects of prices on usage; there are some
seleciton eﬀects about which the authors say liUle but would be
interes3ng to explore further
How easily can we generalize from these results to other kinds of
interven3on?
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Unintended side-eﬀects (I)
These are a variant of the measurement error problem, this 3me
rela3ng to diﬃcul3es about the deﬁni3on or measurement of Y.
Suppose the interven3on occurs through two dis3nct channels, and
the true causal process is something like this:
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However, the researcher in fact es3mates only one component of the
outcome, namely
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Unintended side-eﬀects (II)
Then evidently the researcher’s es3mate will be an imprecise
approxima3on to the true treatment eﬀect. Will it also be biased?
If the true value of the omiUed coeﬃcient is genuinely unknown, then
there will not necessarily be bias. But there are circumstances under
which we may expect it to be posi3ve, or to be nega3ve
One par3cular circumstance in which it will be nega3ve is if the
interven3on causes subjects, or others ac3ng for them or with them,
to alter the eﬀort they allocate to two diﬀerent tasks. Suppose the
true process involves eﬀorts that are a func3on of the interven3on

( 7)
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Yi = α + γ t (Wi ) + γ t (Wi ) + γ .Zi + εi
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Unintended side-eﬀects (III)
Suppose that the interven3on cannot incen3vize t1 and t2 directly but
must do so by a noisy incen3ve mechanism, oﬀering a reward
1 1

(8)
where
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Bi = g t + g t + ηi
2

g > β ;g < β
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Then, if the eﬀorts are costly, this will lead to a rela3ve re-alloca3on
of eﬀort by the subjects towards t1 and away from t2 – and if the costs
are high enough, can lead to an absolute reduc3on in eﬀort on t2
In special cases (modeled by Holmstrom and Milgrom 1991) it may
even be beUer to give no incen3ve at all, because the eﬀort on t2 at
zero incen3ves may outweigh the eﬀect at any posi3ve incen3ve
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The Muralidharan-Sundararaman study
Teaching (like learning) is well-known as a mul3-tasking ac3vity
Some skills are much easier to test than others; both across subjects
and within subjects - concern about “teaching to the test”
M-S inves3gate this by an interven3on to reward teachers for test
performance, and using two methods to illuminate mul3-task eﬀects
Tes3ng skills where teacher eﬀort cost is higher
Tes3ng skills that are not part of the incen3ve payment

In both cases they ﬁnd no evidence of adverse eﬀects
Also test group versus individual incen3ves
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The Muralidharan-Sundararaman set-up
500 primary schools in rural Andhra Pradesh, India, chosen using a
geographically stra3ﬁed popula3on-weighted random sample
100 schools given individual bonuses, 100 given group bonuses
100 given extra teacher, 100 given extra block grant
Children given baseline math and reading tests, then tested aler one
year and aler two years; Bonus calculated as lump sum X (%
improvement in testscores – 5%)
Tests dis3nguished between repeat/nonrepeat ques3ons, basic
versus conceptual skills, and incen3ve versus nonincen3ve subjects
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Conclusions
Studying unintended side eﬀects is hard but may be important
This study uses several ingenious methods to look out for these
Of course you can’t inves3gate these unless you can measure them
somehow
And theory (eg about mul3-tasking in incen3ve problems) can be
helpful in knowing where to look.
The posi3ve results of this study should not be used to imply that
unintended side-eﬀects of teacher bonuses are never important
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